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Hierarchical Phased Arrays
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Manymodern interferometers adopt a hierarchical design:
↪→ LOFAR, SKA Low, ASKAP...

Signals from antenna clusters (stations) are beamformed:
reduced data-rate and higher directivity.
Very versatile, easily deployable and cheaper.



Beamforming & Virtual Antennas
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Beamforming combines linearly
antenna signals.
Two goals: compression and
higher spatial filtering.
Focused beamforming (MB, MVDR,
Max SNR): steers the array by phase
alignment.
Beamformed stations are versatile
virtual antennas:
↪→ Just like dishes high directivity,
↪→ Unlike dishes, they can observe

withmultiple beamshapes! Figure Typical high
directivity beamshape
obtained with matched
beamforming.



Beamforming Tiles for Sky Surveys
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Multiple beamshapes per station permit to observemuch wider
portions of the sky at once!
Survey time is reducedwith respect to traditional dish
antennas.
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Current Processing Pipeline: Beamforming
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Multiple matched beams per station,
The field of view is split in overlapping beam tiles.



The art of Tiling...
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To obtain a more or less uniform sensitivity over the field of
view, on needsmany beamswith significant overlap!
But more beamsmeans more data and computation...



Current Processing Pipeline: Mosaicing
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For each beam, data is correlated and an image is formed.
The images are combined together bymosaicing.



Mosaicing
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Imos(l,m) =

[b1(l,m), · · · , bK(l,m)]

 c11 · · · c1K
...

. . .
...

cK1 · · · cKK


−1  I1(l,m)

...
IK(l,m)


[b1(l,m), · · · , bK(l,m)]

 c11 · · · c1K
...

. . .
...

cK1 · · · cKK


−1  b1(l,m)

...
bK(l,m)


cij denotes the correlation between two beams.
The mosaiced image can be seen as aweighted average of
decorrelated tile images.
Beams with significant overlap have strong correlation,
rendering the mosaic image unstable to compute!



The tiling sensitivity/correlation tradeoff
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A Versatile Framework for Beamforming
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Matched beamforming weights are unitary: no control on
beamshape width, determined by the array diameter.
Flexibeam tapers each antenna signal according to a
beamforming function, in order to achieve a wide variety of
beamshapes with controllable widths (Ball, Gauss,
Laplace...).

(a) Matched
Beamforming

(b) Flexibeam 35◦ (c) Flexibeam 85◦



The end of tiles!
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Beam Tiles vs. Flexibeam: Sensitivity
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Flexibeam has higher integrated sensitivitywith twice as less
beams as matched beamforming tiling.
Moreover, the sensitivity ismore uniform, and the sidelobes
smaller.



Beam Tiles vs. Flexibeam: Correlation
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Flexibeams aremore correlated than tile beams.
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Exploiting Cross-Beam Correlation
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Mosaicing produces K images independently and combine
them together.
↪→ Loss of cross-beam information and computational

overhead.



Exploiting Cross-Beam Correlation
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We propose to correlate across all beams and form a single
imagewith Bluebild!



The Bluebild Algorithm
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Bluebild is a spherical continuous imager, L2 optimal and
computationally efficient.
Bluebild makes the visibilities and the instrument agree, by
solving the generalised eigenvalue problem:

↪→ Grammatrix measures the correlation between all beams.

Image is formed as:

IBB(r) =
L∑

i=1

λi

∣∣∣∣∣
L∑

k=1

vi[k]bk(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
L∑

i=1

λiψi(r).

↪→ Images always positive!



Bluebild: Energy Splitting
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Each eigenfunction corresponds to independent energy
levels of the image.



Bluebild: By-products
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Various estimates can be obtained at no additional cost by
filtering the eigenvalues.
Standardisation de-correlates the image and brings all
energy levels to a common scale.
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Mosaicing vs. Bluebild (16 Tile Beams)
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Setup: 36 stations, 94 antennas/stations, -5 dB SNR, 1000
samples, 200 MHz, 0.45◦ FOV.



Mosaicing vs. Bluebild (9 Tile Beams)
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Setup: 36 stations, 94 antennas/stations, -5 dB SNR, 1000
samples, 200 MHz, 0.45◦ FOV.



Mosaicing vs. Bluebild (9 Flexibeams)
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Setup: 36 stations, 94 antennas/stations, -5 dB SNR, 1000
samples, 200 MHz, 0.45◦ FOV.
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Conclusions & Future Work
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Conclusions regarding beamforming:
↪→ Flexibeam offers amore versatile framework for wide

field-of-view observations than tile beams.
↪→ Flexibeam can help reducing the number of beams required

to achieve a prescribed sensitivity.

Conclusions regarding imaging:
↪→ Current imager too sensitive to correlation across beams and

does not exploit cross-beam information!
↪→ Bluebild exploits this information, and produces one single

image.
↪→ Bluebild has many interesting properties and provides useful

by-products at no additional cost!

Future work will consist in extending the approach to
phased-array feeds (PAFs), as used in ASKAP.
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